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Safety committee proposes ban on bicycles
0 The attorney's
oflice held a public
hearing Monday to
review the ·proposal.

•

by Patti Kidd
STAFF REPORTER

Skateboarders and bicyclists
may be prohibited from riding
ori a 16 feet wide sidewalk at the
center ofUCF's main campus.
The sidewalk~ which will
eventually, surround the campus and all academic buildingss
_currently encompasses 1,200
feet of classrooms and offices.
The UCF Sidewalk Safety
Committee submitted a proposal
to ban. skateboarding and bicycling in the area circled by the
sidewalk. Paralegal Paul Garcia
said the attorney's office con-

ducted a hearing Monday.
"Following the hearing, based
on any objections, the rule will
be returned to the Sidewalk
Safety Committee," Garcia said.
"They will decide whether- or
not they want to incorporate
anything into.the rule. It could
mean suspending the rule alto· gether."
If the rule is passed, other
four-wheeled vehicles such as
· golf carts would no longer be
allowed on the sidewalk, Garcia
said.
According to Sidewalk Safety
Committee Chairman Dick
Paradise, administrators considered the concerns of golf cart
drivers before writing the proposal. it allows ·for flexibility in
. the rule while maximizing pedestrian safety, he said.

Although the proposal bans
golf carts it allows for emergency and construction vehicles,
John Bolte, "1ce president ofAdministration and Finance, said.
In· addition, it does not prohibit roller blading. "It was not
addressed," Garcia said.
According to Paradise, roller
blading was not an issue when
Bolte formed the committee a
year and a half ago. Peradise
said the is.s ue needs io be addressed because, like skateboards, pedestrians may not
hear someone roller blading be.hind them. When a person steps
in front of them, a sudden stop
could cause an injury.
"The committee's job is to re- ·
duce the conflict between pedestrian and vehicle traffic,"
Paradise said.
2

Homecoming: Knights
remember wild,wild West
Heather Asche
STAFF REPORTER

Crowds lined the streets, both from
the community and UCF, to cheer
and celebrate the 1992 UCF Homecoming.
Many officials on Saturday morning said UCF's 1992 Homecoming
Parade showed the best school spirit
in years.
Forthefirsttime, UCFdidnothold
its annual homecoming parade on
campus.
"The main reason for having the
parade at Church Street Station was
so that the community could become
more involved," Dan Clark, Public
Relations chairman for the homecoming, said. "We wanted to bring UCF to
the community and make them aware
of who and what UCF is becoming."
. The parade on South Orange Avenue continued west along Church
Street and ended at the Orlando Citrus Bowl.
It featured 81 units including spirit
cars, floats and the UCF Marching
Knights. Residence halls, clubs, organizations and Greeks entered spirit
cars and floats.
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes won first place for the spirit car
competition for clubs and organizations. The Surf Club won second place
in the competition.
For the Greek organizations, first
place went to Sigma Chi and Delta
Delta Delta, second place was Kappa
Delta and Pi Kappa Alpha and third

placewenttoAlphaDeltaPiandSigma
Phi Epsilon.
In the small float division, first place
went Delta Tau Delta and BPW Scholarship House, second place was Army
ROTC and third place went to F~llow
ship of Christian Athletes.
Sigma Phi Ep.silon and Alpha Delta
Pi received first place in the large float
competition.
Sigma Chi and Delta Delta Delta
placed. second, while judges awarded
third place to Delta Gamma and Alpha
Tau Omega.
The fl-o ats on the homecoming parade followed the theme, "Wild Wild
Knights." They were decorated with
old saloons, western fro 1tier houses,
western cities and towni..
'Participants who rode on the floats
in the parade were dressed ·in western
wear to go along with the theme and
their floats.
There was an array of cowboys, cowgirls, sheriifs, good guys and bad guys.
Western brawls were reanacted and
life on the western frontier was shown
all along the route of the homecoming
parade.
Homecoming festivities continued
with activites and celebrations following the parade. As the parade cone
eluded at the Orlando Citrus Bowl, the
pre-game party began at the Tin\ler
Field.
Throughout the afternoon prior to
the game, the parking lot of the Arena
was full of dedicated UCF fans.
They prepared to cheer the fighting
Knights on to victory in the homecom-

·

ATO members Damon Nicholson, left, and Alex Crook wave to the
crowd from·the ATO float at the homecoming parade in downtown
Orlando on Saturday. <DeHoogJFUTURE>
ing gaffie aga_inst the Buffalo Bulls.
One of the highlights of the game
was the halftime show. The Marching
Knights and UCF Marching Knights
Alumni put on a show , playing musical selections reminiscent of the wild,
wild West.
The 1992 Homecoming Queen and
King were crowned and are Holly
Burmood nominated by Kappa Delta
and Woody Brown nominated by Alpha Delta Pi
The 1991 king and queen, Rick
Bollinger and Marci Villanueva,
crowned the new king and queen.
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· Registration: Students ask ''Where's the line?"
By Deborah Ainsworth
"With the decentralization of registration fewer lines are
When Luis Martin, a senior majoring in foreign Ian- jammed up," he said
Bzyan Morris works in the.Reconisoffice and assisted at
guage education, went to registration last week he peered

•

)

down the long, empcy walkway in front of the Student
Center Audit.orium and did a double take. "Where's the
line?' he asked
Many students echoed Martin's question. " rve been
here two years and this is the first time there hasn't been
at least 50 people in line; Martin said Workers outnumbered registering students several times.
Associate Registrar David Jordan said as of Thursday
evening about 5,300 students had registered. "I think we
will get busier next week, but we're seeing a tremendous
increase in the use of the telephone registration system "
Jordan said.
'
He attributed the lack oflong lines to use of the phone
system and to the fact that students can register, add or
drop classes and pick up fee invoices through their colleges.

said, "I got all the classes I wanted except one. All of my
classes are at the Daytona Beach campus. It was easier to
register here."
Improvements to the computer system also speeded up
registration at the Student Center. 'The phone system is
the
registration process. Assistant Registrar Bill Hostetler
getting better and bett.er.,"Morris said "We have more
telephone lines and a more efficient system to keep people coordinated the registration program with Computer Services and tested the system. He said the new system has
from getting busy signals."
- Jordan said there have only been minor problems, "but more memozy and runs faster.
More improvements to the registration syst.em are in
you expect that when you have thousands of students
accessing the system." He said the main problem is that if the works. Jordan said: "We plan to have an improved
students enterthe codes too :fust it cancels registration and phme system in place for registration by January. We also
plan to be open during the noon hour."
they ~~e t.o start all ~ver again.
The Registrar's office is testing another program at
Kristin Kraszewski, a fre~rnan who plans to major in
communications, is a student assistant in the Registrars community colleges to improve the registration process.
office who worked registration at the Student Center most Representatives are accepting students and regist.ering
oflB:st week. She said it seemed like most students were them on the spot through "Decision Days." Ifthe program
is succes&hl, they plan to expand to other cornmunicy
getting the classes they wanted
Senior Pat McGinley, a business adnrinistration major, colleges in the stat.e.

No.ofyoung
voters reaches
record high
Ann Marie Sikes
STAFF REPORTER

'
..

About 42 percent ofthe nation's regist.ered 18 to 24-year-old voters flexed their
political muscles by voting on Super
Tuesday.
The turnout increased by 20 percent
compared to the 1988 presidential election, when 35 percent of eligible younger
voters felt inclined to vote .
Shezyl Jones, a senior publicist for
MTV's programming publicity department, said the turnout for the presidential election illustrates how education
motivates.
MTV is pleased with the 20 percent
increase in younger voters this year,
Jones said Friday. "We think it's great,"
she added. Its "Choose or Lose" show and
"Rock the Vote" campaign served as the
primary sources of political education
for 18 to 24-year-old viewers.
MTVbegan airing"Choose or Lose" in
February during the New Hampshire
Presidential Primary. The show aired
throughout the presidential election, continuously updating younger voters on
campaign developments.
Due to its younger audience, the show
attracted President-elect Bill Clinton and
running mate, Al Gore, to answer young
peoples questions on issues of primary
interest to them: the economy, educatiun
and the environment.
About one week prior to the election,
President George Bush made a last-minute
decision to appear on the show as well.
One way MTV tried to capture its
viewers' political interests included a
back-to-basics approach to explaining
the electoral process.
"The idea was to make our viewers a
part ofthe electoral process," Jones said.
With the presidential election in the
distance, Jones said MTV will focus on
pro-social issues like ending racism
and providing for the homeless.
Jones said MTV will campaign heavily
during the upcoming year, to end the
tolerance many Americans built up regarding these and other social issues.
"We've always dealt with pro-social
issues," Jones said.
University of Central Florida professor,
Dr. Joyce Lilie believes MTV played a partial role in this years election turnout.
Lille said, three elements may have
contributed to the increased younger
voter turnout.
• Concem for their economic future
• Gov. Clinton's message for change
•Candidates findingnon-traditional
methods to reach voters

Eddie Beasley swings at a paper mache replica of President Bush's nose. The Florida Coalition For

Peace and Justice sponsored the Bush Bashing ceremony Wednesday in front of the Yab Yum
Coffee house in downtown Orlando. (DeHoog1FuruRE>

'Hey! Batter, batter swing!
People take one last whack at President Bush
as he voiced his concern.
· Not all observers were happy about
STAFF REPORTER
· the demonstration. Ray Griffin, a 24~
The crowd cheered as the first swing year-old Valencia Community College
of the bat broke George Bush's nose.
student, called it treason.
This demonstration didn't take place
in a hostile Middle East country, but in
front of downtown's Yab Yum Coffeehouse the night after election day.
People lined up to pay 25 cents and
swing a plastic bat at the ~~~~~~~~~
He predicted the coalipaper mache and chicken
·
·
tion will hold a simila·r
wire head made in Bush's
"If Clinton an- demonstration in four
likeness.
noys US, we'// years, but with a Clinton
The Florida Coalition for
head.
Peace and Justice orgabuild a head of
Sweeney echoed the
nized the event to "vent the
him. "
possibility. "If Clinton
frustration and anger that
Jan Sweeeney annoys us and doesn't do
has built up for 12 years,"
COALITION MEMBER
the things he's said, then
said coalition member Jan
we'llbuildaheadofhim,"
Sweeney.
she said.
Money raised by the demonstration
"The bashing is a criticism of the
Bush Administration rather than of will be displayed in a jar in the
the Republican Party. He has hurt the coalition's office, Sweeney said, and it
cause of women's rights and civil may be used to build a Clinton head in
rights," according to Sweeney.
the future.
"This is for the homeless," Eddie
About 30 people turned out for the
Beasley, 16, yelled as he swung the bat event.
into the head's nose.
An artist in the coalition built the
"I'm homeless. I've been to churches head at the start of the Bush adminisand shelters and there are so many tration four years ago.
_
homeless people down here that Bush
The group displayed the head in
has done nothing about," Beasley said several parades and rallies.

Mark Schlueb

m
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HOORAY FOR HOLLY, WOODY

W oody Brown of Alpha Delta Pi and Holly Burmood of Kappa Delta were crowned king
and queen of the homecoming court for 1992 during half-time at the homecoming game
Saturday. The game ended week-long festivities. <DeHoogFUTURE>

SG gives $365
to Rugby Club
Jennifer M. Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

Student Government Senate voted Thursday to
provide fundingfor the Rugby Club to travel to regional
championships in Mobile, Alabama.
Senate voted to provide $385 for the Rugby Club's
van rental so the club can participate in the Regional
Collegiate Championships.
Although Rugby is a sport, it receives no funding
from the Athletic Department. Rugby Club members
instead pay dues and work at the Orlando Arena three

times per semester.
Sen. P.J. Power, introducer of the bill, said the club
should be funded for the championships because they
can bring national recognition to UCF.
"How can you get nationally recognized if you can't
travel out of the state?' Power said.
Power Said the SG vans, which are available at
cheaper rates, could not be used by the Rugby Club
because the vans are not permitted to travel outside
Florida.
"They really work their butts off... they bring recognition. UCF needs this," Sen. Tina Eloian said.
In other SG news: SG confirmed Larry Lynn as
alternate justice after SGfailed to appoint him Oct. 29.
Currently, 14 justicesand two alternate justices reside
in the Judicial Council.
SG meets on Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. in the University Dining Room. Students may attend and speak
during their Qpen forum.

Collazo charged for DUI at UCF
testing center where he was given intoxilyzer
tests. The results of the tests showed his blood
STAFF REPORTER
alcohol level to be .124 and .114, according to the
UCF police arrested Viet.Or Collazo, director of report. The legal limit is .10 in Florida.
"We are waiting to go through the police report
the UCF Arena, for driving while under the
before we decide the appropriate action, if any, to
influence of alcohol Oct. 31.
According to a police report released Friday, be taken," John Bolte, vice president of Adminisan office~ pulled Collazo over after his car repeat- tration and Finance, said.
Police said Collazo cooperated throughout the
edly weaved across the center lines on Gemini
Boulevard and Centaurus Drive at about 3:45 arrest. During the booking process, he told the
two officers: 'Tm sorryforputtingyou two through
a.m.
Officer Jose McLoughlin arrested Collazo af- this," and "Thank you for taking me off the road,"
according to the report.
ter he failed on-site sobriety tests.
Collazo declined to comment.
McLoughlin transported Collazo to the DUI
by Mark Schlueb

Write a letter and get

something
accomplished.

Just do it.
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Do you erijoy•••
•••helping people?
•••learning about health Issues?
••• doing presentations for your peers?
••• coorillnatlng activities? ·

•

Then apply for a position with:

Peer Education Out-Reach
Pick u, an a_pplication at the
Student HeaRfl Resource Center•
Submit by November 17, 1992.

•

Positions Available:
HIV-AIDS Peer Educator.
Substance Abuse Peer Educator.
Public Relations/ Activity Coordinator.
Call 823-5841 for more information.
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''
I love my new home in '111atcher's Landing. For less than my
parents and I Wen? paying for my noisy, aampeJI apartment,
rve got a spacious placE and mom and dad have a mol
vamdotl home. Plus, with aB this peace and quiet, I
am really mnanmre on my

studies.

For more infonnation call

382-0400

or come by for a personal tour and
don't forget to bring mom and dad!

Thatcher's Landing is a
quiet neighborhood of low
maintenance 2 and 3 bedroom homes conveniently
located to UCF.
Some of the homes' many features include serurity system pre-wire, refrigerator with icemaker,
vertical blinds, vaulted ceilings and oversized patios.

When ifs time for fun and relaxation
you can enjoy the pool at Thatchers Landing or
the 27-acre recreation facility of Waterlord Lakes
which indudes tennis and basketball courts, an
Olympic sized pool, ball fields, jogging paths
and lakes.

*Sales price $66,490. IXJwn ~yment $19,990. Mortgage amoont $46,500. Based on a 30 year Fixed Rate Mortgage at 8 l/4%over life of loan. Years-1-30 P&I $349.22.
Property taxes, insuraoce & HOA dues est at $190.00. Monthly ~yments-$539.22.

1 Colonial Dr.

Conveniently
located to UCF
on the corner
of Alafaya and
Lake Underllill.
Follow the signs to
Thatcher's I.anding.
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Homecoming turns
out to be a mixture of
omecoming'92is history, and like most
history, it depends on your point of
view whether it was a success or not.
On the.football field, the Knights scored an
impressive victory? but in the stands the
story was about the same: attendance that
was only marginally better than usual, and
marginally better than poor is still poor.
The homecoming parade, held downtown
for the first time, appeared to be a big success. In addition to students, there was considerable attendance from the community at
large. We think this represents an important
step in the right direction for UCF.
Although we are not in the city limits of
Orlando, we believe the university should do
all it can to promote a positive relationship
between itselfand the city, and having homecoming downtovin is a great start.
Turning to events that were held on campus, The UCF Pegathon, a 5K run now in its
second year, is another on-campus homecoming event that deserves support, hot simply.
because it provides a true "activity" during the
homecoming activities but also because it provides funds to other school activities.
Now the bad news. The School of Fish/
Dennis Miller show, by all ·aceounts, was an
unmitigated disaster.Not only was the crowd
a paltry one, those that were there were niore
than a little reserved.
But you really can't blame the students for
sitting on their hands whenmore than halfof
the arena was empty.
The empty seats were probab~y due io the
price ofthe tickets and the fact that the show
was on a Thursday night.
We were contacted by some students who
wondered why ticket prices jumped to $15 so
far in advance of the show. These students
work and do not know their schedules a full
two weeks in advance.
It would be interesting·to hear the answer
to the question David Shoulberg asks in his
column on this very page: Why is CAB charging students $7 and even $15 to see·a show
that is supposedly already paid for out of
Activity and Service Fee money?
An alumnus asked us why the concert was
scheduled on a weeknight. This kept people
from traveling here from out of to~ since
they had to work on Friday. If we're truly
interested in having alumni "come home,"
we ought to make it easier for them to attend
homecoming events. Any takers for these
questions over there at CAB?
As students we need to remel,llber that we
will be alumni one day, with jobs and responsibilities that will demand our attention; and
it would be nice to have homecoming events
scheduled with these needs in mind.

·
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Dennis·Miller show just the
usual CAB homecoming mess
into an anti-student oriented affair. By cutting student-priced tjckets off two weeks prior to the show 1
the ability of students to go to the concert wa<s greatly
THE HARD TRUTH
limited. Not every student at UCF can plan two
weeks in advance for an activity like this one. It
ark a second notch on the homecoming wall would not only be nice, it would be proper if studentpric~d tickets could be purchased up until the day of
of shame for CAB.
After the major fiasco last year with the the show. What would be nicer, of course, would be
Jay Leno homecoming concert11 you would think CAB free admission, ·seeing as how student fees already
would've learned from their mistakes.
paid for the event.
It is very admirable that the homecoming commits
Guess again.
For the second time in many years, students were tee js· trying to bring big name entertainment to
chargedforticket-s totheirownhomecomingconcert. UCF. But the fact of the matter is that we probably
Traditionally a free show, it was a most upsetting can't afford it.
reality to have to pay for a concert that should have
If attendance to the Dennis Miller show was any
already been paid for out of our Activity and Service indication, students do not want to pay twice for
Fee money. In case you weren't aware, a certain· their own homecoming concert. A hearty apology
portion of our tuition goes to pay for these type of should be sent to Dennis Miller, who, despite a
events; so why pay twice?
mini~al crowd, put on a good show.
The rationale last year was that by sUbsidizing the
It must be discouraging for a comic to play to a
homeco~g show, it would keep funds available for . facility that is 60' percent empty, almost as bad as
another large concert in the spring. However, to the Jay Leno having to fix his own sound problems on
surprise of no one, this concert never materialized.
stage last year. Until CAB can justify asking stuAlong comes ;92 Homecoming and not only did the dents to pay for their own homecoming show twice,
homecoming concert situation falter, it took a hor- this should remain a free event.
rible tum fot the worse. Students were once again . If the show was free, attendance would not have
asked to pay ·for their own concert. Tickets were been so utterly pathetic. Perhaps if the show was on
available for $·7, that is, if you were lucky enough to . _Friday night instead of that bloated attempt at a pep
purchase them prior to Oct. 22. Afte:r Oct. 22, ticket rally/bonfire it would have turned out better. There
prices were not only raised to $15, they were also are just so many "what ifs" that it is impossible to
take into account all of the poor decisions made
opened up to the general public via Ticketmaster.
Let's asses the situation here.
during this homecoming.
The student homecoming concert stopped selling
While CAB would like to run around pretending
student-priced tickets two weeks before homecom- that this is a school to be reckoned with, the fact
ing, at which point tickets were opened up to the remains that UCF is completely inept at dealing
entire city of Orlando.
with situations such as these. CAB mismanaged the
I may be wrong, but this concert was paid for out Jay Leno show then failed to live up to its promise of
of actj.vity and service fee money and additionally a spring concert.
I hate to step on CAB's toes, but they've now got
subsidized by students purchasing tickets at $? a
pop. I'd like to know where the hell these $15 tickets two years worth of mistakes to learn from. Hopefully
get taken into account.
they'll do just that. In any case, we at least have that
Suddenly, a historically free concert has turned great spring concert to look forward to ....

David Slwulberg

M
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How do you whip food, anyway?
,

wftd Kfng_d_o_m__~_. ,A._;.D_y ~~-,lubino_
., :_s.·;,;_.
••

"I never think of the future. It comes soon enough."-A/bert Einstein

t~~7'1t1t& 8~~'t?& ~&f&&7S

so bad?" but I already know the answer. They have
a monopoly on the on-campus restaurants. This is
Fortunes that didn't quite make the cut.
why the meal cards seem to be adjusted for 300
percent inflation. This would also explain how
Marriott can get away with using the wrong fourlet.t er word to describe their pizza.
.a_
. i
For a good time call Chin L .
Being a left-wing kinda guy, I can't blame the
sss-2934
ee,
friendly and courteous workers who are as underpaid as the next corporation wage-slave. It's economPrepared properly, cat tastes
ics at its simplest- monopolies induce vomiting. As
much like chicken.
any investigative journalist will tell you (if you ask
politely): "Follow the money,"which leads straight to
the corpulent felines.
So how about a little competition? Let's give some
·.•._~ :·
ambitious business majors a chance to start up a Is that an eg 11 • ·
·•
"t d'
t
1 )
gro '"your pocket
( £ bl
all
restaurant pre era y an -me mer ype Pace ll~or~d~o~yoiiuliJulisiitlmlke·t~ort~u~ne;s~?J~-~piliii~~~~~
that makes cheaper, better food while giving Marriott I
a swift quick in its complacent ass. If El President
DiBona is reading this, I'm sure a lot of people
besides myself would rather see our A&S fees go .
toward something like this instead of funding y~ur
stupid retreats.
I'm sorry, I can't write anymore. I gotta end this,
'cause.I got me a powerful hankering for some in- .
stant whipped foods.
·
Mmmmmmmmm!

Brian Costello
LE SOAPBOX
I

I

A

bout a month ago, my friend Dave was walking to class behind that bastion of culinary
excellence, the Great Escapes r.e staurant.
He saw a delivery truck pulling behind Great
Escapes which had the words "Instant Whipped
Foods" painted on the side. I don't know about you,
' but in my opinion nothing says "I love you, customer"
quite like an instant whipped food product. Right
now my tummy is so tempted I'm finding it hard to
' continue writing this.
Just the other day I scampered my way over to an
eating establishment notorious for Italian cuisine The Wild Pizza. To my chagrin (I think it means
"disgust," I'm not sure either), I discovered that the
prices for the subs were increased while there's less
sub. Not only was I hot, gentle reader, but I was
bothered as well.
Ifyou've ever hadaheapins helpin' ofthe cafeteria's
vegetarian quiche, you know what I'm getting at.
The food on campus is the textbook definition of
putrid swill, and a certain hotel chain is profiteering.
I could ask, "Hey, Marriott, why does the food suck

~

...

ChrisBeSaw

Why Not
J: CAN'T UNP£RSTAND
TH£ L..lfR1cs AND Tt\ERE
SEEM~

Df

To BE A

Leff

STAT\C~

Utte1-s
•AGAINST OUR ADVICE
I am writing in response to
.your article "Recent events
bring home realities of crime in
the '90s" printed Sep. '24, 1992.
I do .not doubt your good intentions, but my reaction is, we
might as well declare open seasqn on potential victims who fail
to "prevent the opportunity for
the crime to occur."
I am concerned about all the
advice that is being given on
how to protect ourselves from
incidents of crime. I'm sure most
people will agree the focus needs
to be shifted back on the criminals. The point made about the
opportunity for crime to occur
sends a wrong message; victims
are in no way responsible for a
criminal's behavior. The deterrents for crime should be what
they once were. The consequences must be severe enough
so that crime is not worth the
punishment. We need to remove
the motivation for crime not the
opportunity.
Women should not be forced
to rely on male escorts for their
safety; it is unrealistic and puts
unjust added pressures on
women. There are several effective means to improve safety
conditions for everyone without
making women dependent on

someone else for their safety.
One way to increase everyone~s
safety would be to publicize all
reported crimes. There are more
deterrents for reporting crime
than there are for crime to occur. Reporting crime is discouraged by apartment buildings,
business_e.s and universities because it is considered bad publicity. Criminals are protected
when crime is not made public.
Legislation should require public knowledge of all crime so that
criminals
not be able to op erate in secrecy and will be ap prehended sooner.
Public involvement and
awareness works better in deterring crime. Male escorts and
dead bolts will not change · the
crime rate. More articlea are
needed offering solutions how to
put pressure on the criminals.
Society must work toward making criminals "conscious" of their
actions and place the responsi bility where it belongs.
Crime prevention is not the
victim's responsibility. I am one
reader who is doing everything T
can to ensure my safety, but I
know it is not enough. I have to
become more involved to make a
change happen.
Susan M. Cu irelle

will

•MARIJUANA
MISCONCEPTIONS

Too many people today are lost
in popular misconceptions
brought forth by our government
and people like John Sargent. I
was ·amazed by the distorted
facts reported by Sargent in his
"Roving pot mu~eum misses
point" article in the Oct. 6 issue
of the Future. He obviously
didn't do his homework.
The "Levi Dockers, Cris cos and
. Bob Carpet Marts" of the world
should be horrified at the prospect of their products being replaced by the marijuana plant: .
After all they would lose millions. Hemp products include
more than just Cloth, cooking oil
and carpet.
Hemp will make every grade
of paper better at 1/4 the cost of
wood paper and 1/5 the pollution. One acre of hemp will save
four acres of trees. Hemp and
waste paper can gener~te all fuel
for autos and industry.
Hemp fuel can replace all nuclear
power at a fraction of the cost of fossil
fuels with no pollution or Chernobyl
mishaps. Hemp seeds are the world's
best and cheapest source of protein
and can feed the world's hungry.
The above statements are not funny
English at all.
Sargent falsely stated that mari-

juana causes "psychological dependency, lung cancer and retards brain
and sexual development in adolescents.>' To stick marijuana in the
same category with the addictive
drugs is ignorance.
It can't addict you unless you
have an addictive ·p ersonality.
In fact, you can't even put it
in the same category as alcohol.
Lab studies done with mari juana have confirmed there
might be some sperm change,
but not much else.
However, marijuana can help
glaucoma. and improve your
night vision. It can help asthma,
emphysema 1 p.m.s., arthritis,
back and muscle pain, people
suffering from AIDS and more.
It would seem to be hard to
convince Sargent that legalization of pot will cause abuses to
decrease.
Maybe he should visit one of
the countries that's legalized it
and other drugs . It would probably also be hard for Sargeri t to
believe that his smart friends
would have screwed their ambition s and themselves withou t
marijuana.
I know many successful pot
smokers who have achieved
their dreams.
Michelle Moore
Michael M. Burney
Arts and Sciences
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Attention Golden Key Members!!!
Honor cords, for graduation, and t-shirts
are available tor purchase. Contact
Chuck at 275-6469 for info.

GREEK CORNER

Today is your lucky day! My name is
John and I am searching for the right
running mate. You may ask, ·Gosh,
what are you running for?· SG
Pnmdent Ring me at 657-1419.

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Yo Deltasigs! Thanks to the pledges for
their picnic on Sunday. Remember no
classes or meeting on Wednesday.
Happy Veteran's Day, and a Happy
B'day to Rich! Proud to be...

Life, what a wonderful choicelll Ana
281-1501.

.6.T.6.
THANKS ONCE AGAIN
TO THE LADIES OF THE
BPW SCHOLARSHIP HOUSE
2 YEARS IN A ROW
2 GREAT HOMECOMINGS!

UCF Scuba Dive Club social Fri. Nov.
13. Lots of food, drinks, & games. Call
Aboud for details 678-9319.

3 bedroom apt. only $510/mo. and $360
in June/July, avail. Dec. 1st, upstairs,
near UCF. Call 381-1909.

FOR SALE
Hunters Rese.rve condo for sale 2Bdr
2Bth-washer/dryer. $56900 366-8511 .
Mobile home 2wide 3bedrooms 2baths
c/air storage carport. By UCFS $21000
or take over payments. 658-4936 or
740-1654.
Bike, club fuji racing. New parts, just
tuned. Call Dan 359-9079.

ROOMMATES
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
AT.a Brothers & M" ladies-thanks for
all of your hard work on this years
Homecoming! Great job. H-A-Y SAE &
ZTA, hope you enjoyed our props for
your skit! Campout soon!

Female roomate wanted to share 212
house. Furnished bedroom $250/mo. +
1/2 utilities. Pool & rec. access. Call
anytime 273-5840.
Responsible female to share apt own ·
room & bath. 1/3 utilities. Includes
washer & dryer. 382-9039.

nKA
That's Joe Egan II! Thanks to~ for a
terrific Homecoming. Finally, someone
who gave us float motivation! ~.
you're great! WOODSER is
here... November 14!

Male needs M/F to share existing
duplex. Include~ own room w/bath. 9
miles from UCF, near Valencia East,
nice place. Rent $257.50 & 1/2 utilities.
Needed ASAP Call Bob 382-5312.

SIGMA NU
Attention Sigma Nu's! There are many
Sigma Nu's here at UCF. Let's get
together. Call Rob 644-4810.

N/S, M/F wanted to share house with
male and female; own bedroom and
bathroom; near VCC/UCF $240 & 1/3
utilities. 658-1222.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Thanks Iltl> for a great Homecoming.
We're out to win Rock the Arrow! A
late congrats to ~ on their 2nd bust
title in a row. Movie night is Fri. & Dads
day is Sat AXA #1.

Room avail. to M/F NS in 3Bd 21/2Ba.
townhouse 2rrti. from UCF. Fullyfurnished; pool & tennis courts. $235/
mo. 113 utils. 282-8291.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Thanks AMI for making Homecoming
week a blast. Delayed congrats to~
& AM1 court. IX, ATO, Icl>E party was
kicking. Once again, Greek court
knows how to party hard. A-team
football continues toumi play today at
4pm. Sig Ep banquet is in 2 weeks &
the tradition continoes. Find those
dates to the event of the semester.
Enyya's work on those paddles.

Female roommate needed ASAP must
be neat and laid back. Rent $220 + 112
utilities. Call Jena 282-9131.
F or M to occupy master BR with full
bath and walk in closet $225 mo.+ 1/3
util. less water. 679-0677. Avail. Dec.
20, 10 min. from UCFNCC.

FOR RENT

DELTA GAMMA
Homecoming was a blast! We •AT.al
Congrats to HC Dir. Diahann! You did
great. We're so proud of you. Anchor
Ba11 is only 3 days away! Congrats to
all our new officers and to NicolePanhellenic President. DG•

Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246

COMPUTERS:
New 386-$695 & up or 486-$830
Complete Autocad System:
386/40DX (Co-Pro)-$1250
or 486/33DX-$1595
Upgrades/repairs/trade-ins
and used systems 407-869-8894.

AUTOS
GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevy, Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 Ext. -S-4628.
'85 Dodge Omni cold air 4 door
automatic new parts $1150 080
281-6364.
1988 Ford Escort Wagon. Well
maintained. Excellent condition. A/C
4speed $4000 or best offer. Call
886-9316.

Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just on~ week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1·800-932-0528 ext 65

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
For rent furnished 2 bedroom apt. $440
a month. Walking distance to UCF.
363-5636.

CLUB INFO
ACOA
Adult Children of Alcoholics.
ACOA group starting. Anyone
interested call the Wellness Center
823-5841 or Walt at 249-1341. Let the
fun begin!

2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865.
2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms at 12008
Alafaya Woods Ct. good and affordable
monthly rent please call 695-0548 or
380-9245.

Sports minded enthusiasts earn extra
money for holidays. Call 366-8640.

Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries-Students needed! Earn
$600+per week in canneries or
$4000+per month on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room & board!
Over 8000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or female. Get a head
start on summer! For your emproyment
program call: 1-206-545-4155
ext.A5418. Student employment
services.

8

KCO INC Typing/ $1.501678-6735

Administrative assistant, help develope
site locations for franchise rare ground
floor opportunity, salary plus profit
share, Call 2-4pm M-R only, ask for
Jeannie 407-422-1000.

Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.
Papers, reports & resumes typed,
edited, proofed. Laser printing, FREE
cover page! Good rates, rush service
available. Call 331-7021.

Photographers wanted-must have
35mm camera and car. Need to be
energstic and like working with other
students. Call Eastern Photo at
339-4097.

Term papers & resumes typed at good
rates. 281-1574 M-S 9-9 WordPerfect
Yardwork: Downtown Orlando. 2-3
afternoons a month. $8 an hour. Call
898-8082 and leave a message.
. Jobs!!! Government hiring-$11000$108300-application information:
407-773-8216; Government Jobs 425
Grant Ave. Satellite Beach, FL 32937.
2919.

The Word Processors-quality work at
reasonable rates. Call 366-0454 or
384-6071.
Word Processing, WordPerfect 5.1
Laserjet fax 24hr. turnaround
677-4029.

Golden Tan seeks professional,
motivated, image conscious sales
help. Part-time, flexible hrs, hourly plus
comm. Apply in person. 445 S~
Orlando Ave. Maitland.

TUTORS
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
All levels:
Beginning, intermediate, grawate
. . CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

Waitresses needed-no exp required.
Loon Hua Chineses Restaurant
1202 N. Semoran Blvd. phone
. 275-0n6 call or stop by for inter.view.
Greenpeace
Activists wanted! Toxic waste affects
all people! Help stop toxic waste from
poisoning communities at home and
around the world. Greenpeace seeks a
dverse group of concerned and
motivated w<>men and men to educate
and fundraise. Call between 11-1,
648-8222.

Now hiring I Cal\co Jacks. Have fun
and make money.
Apply daily 11726 E. Colonial Dr.
See Eric

HELP WANTED

RPS needs pit package ·handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour.-Call 297-3715.

Greek wanted-for contacting other
University Greeks across the counJry.
Part-time $5.00 + bonus. Call
331-4097.

AA meeting Wednesdays noon-1pm.
Student Center Room 211 .

Water skies high performance slalom,
trick, and jump skies. Wetsuits and
accessories as well. Call Dan 359-9079.
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SERVICES
Live in childcare needed.
Room/board & pay. Call 629-5309.

MastercardNisa
Learn exactly how to fix you credit
and get these major cards.
Amazing recorded message reveals
details. 672-2416 ext. 823,
24 hours.

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

FREE
I

Free to good homes: Cats! Young -..
spay8d female, mostly white, very affectionate. Her 6 mo. old kitten, white
.and grey, shy and pretty. Indoors or
out; will separate. Call 273-9723, Iv (
message.

OTHER
Bassist looking for others to jam or join/
form band. Beatles Clapton REM ••
originals more. Bill 384-9708.

PERSONALS
Farler,
Only 1 1/2 years down lots more to go.
I love you (on a stick)!!!
Xiemena

CLASSIFIED INFO
"35 Characters Per Line
*$0.75 per line: UCF Students,
Staff, & Faculty *$1 .50 per line
Non-students & Businesses
"Boldface & Underline Double
Line Rate *Prepayment Only
Stop by The Central Florida
Future Business Office (9am-4pm)
or Mail Ad w/Prepayment to:
The Central Florida Future,
Attn: Michelle Raymond, Classifieds.
P.O. Box 25000,
Orlando, FL 32816

Fast*Professional*Accurate

75¢ p er line: U.CF Students, staff & faculty
Cost per issue: $ - - - - - - Number of issues: _______
p er line: Non-students & businesses
CJ Bol dface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYJ,\1ENT ONLY-No Refunds
TOTAL COST: $ - - - - - Insertion dates:-------------~---------~------~--------0
0

$1Ii.O

0
0
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PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

One letter or punctuation mark per space, leaving one space between each word.
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Name and address:
t

Bill Nave saved these

GIVE A

kids from

WOODS
ARSONIST
TIME
••• IN JAIL!

.'drowning.
<

.r

He's not a lifeguard-

r

he's a teacher. But to the kids
he's reached, he's a hero.
BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO. ·
Call 1-800-45-TEACH.
f:t!'I

Strike Back against woods arson.
Reach for the Power

A Public Service of

TEACH

~~ This Publication

Phow: Rohin Sachs

USDA Forest Service and Southern S1a!e r:'oresters

--11-.s,IK. .

I
c 1992 The Olive Gorden Restaurants
I

HERE'S ACOURSE
THAT COMBINES.
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS.
ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS .

•

.STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

!'~

0~

Q)

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STIJDENTS WJTII
ASSISTANCE IN ~ELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LANDLORD{IENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC &
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF
CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-SPM
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the
Student Government Association

I $5.25

WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

UCFTeam .
Dentist
Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff
member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad
_,,, •
and warm garlic breadsticks.
lt'salljust$5.25.Andyou
-,~~r
f ·
don't have to be a math
•
~
major to figure out that
• .
that's a gr~at deal.
ITALIAN
HESTAl JKAN-r

()~

WHERE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

UCF
Good
Knight
Offer

$25.00 Exam
With X-Rays

__

(4 Bitewing 0274)
(Initial Exam 0110)

With Valid Student l.D. ·

Expires l2/31 /92 ·

Ai J .THE BEST OF l1A1 Y Is Yol rRs.~

Comer of 50 and Alafaya

282-21.01

Available only at:
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084.

•TS . . . and U1J allcf"Dm rapcni!Kfar~·- anpt lo Rfws 111 f9J,Ql!Cd ~ ar be ~cir
~far1111Jadaecnicc~ar-.-.wltidiil~•aiaUtrlud willlill 72anrl~111
lor at.e -ice. allllimlim ar ISalalell.

die.._._
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entsofUCFsmiddlemen, ScottBigham
and Dan Cornell. Both players' ball conSTAFF REPORTER
trol and foot-skills gave them an advanThe men's soccer team went on down tage in the tighter playing space of a
theroadtoWinterParktotakeonRollins smaller field. The few Rollins attacks
College Wednesday in the claustropho- that did develop were foiled by sweeper
hie confines of the Sandspur Bowl.
Shailer Bowers or keeper Didier Menard.
Twenty-five minutes passed in the
"The field out there i~ about 14 yards
narrowerand12yardsshorterthanwe're second halfbefore UCF scored, but that
used to," said coach Bill Barker.
first goal opened up the gates. The first
UCF spent time feeling out the smaller goal developed from midfielder Jamie
field as well as Rnllins' defense, maintain- Dyson, who hit a through-ball to
ingpossesionanddolilinatingtheoffensein midfielder Steve Soistman in the comer
the first half, which was scoreless.
. of the area. Soistman kicked a low ball
The smaller field showcased the tal- across the goalmouth, past the goalie, to

by Andrew Varnon

·

.

1994 FIFA World_ Cup Schedule City-By-City
First Round
First Round
First Round
First Round
Round of 16
. Quarterfinal

June 17
June 21
June 27
June 30
July3
July9

First Round
First Round
First Round
First Round
Round of 16
Quarterfinal

CHICAGO
First Round
June 17
(Opening Ceremonies)
First Round
J.une 21
First Round
June 26
First Round
June 27
July 2 Round of 16

BUFFALO
FROM PAGE 12
record,"Hamilton said. "Hopefully
we will cany this through our
final two games and slip in the
backdoor to the playoffs."
The playoffs has become a sore
subjectfortheKnight.s(5-3). UCF
coaches agree there is a long shot
to still make it to post.season play
but no one is placing any bets.
''It is frustrating since it was
one ofour main goals this season,"
said coach Gene McDowell: "If
some things had gone our way...
like five turnovers against Troy
State. It's tough t.o be good enough
but still not get a shot [at the
playoffs]."
·
The 20-16 loss to Troy State on
Sept.19,isbecomingabigthomin
the side ofthe Knigh~. The Trojans (8-1) defeated the highly
ranked Samford Bulldogs 29-24
Saturday, who entered the game
ranked eighth in Division I-AA
"If we win out the rest of our
season, combined with some upsets and the pollsters look kindly
upon us _there is ·a chance,"
Hinshaw said

HINSHAW
FROM PAGE 12
the receivers.
"The offensive line played
well, along with the receivers~"
McDowell said.
"I have full confidence in my
receivers," Hinshaw said. "I
know if I get the ball near them
they are going to catch it."
The majority of the passes
were kept between Bret Cooper
and David Rhodes and combined
they caught 13 passes for 312
total yards.
The running game set the tone
gaining 173yards which enabled
the passing game to open up.

DETROIT
June 18
June 22
June 24
June 28

June 25
June 28
Julys
July 10
July 13

LOS ANGELES

DALLAS

BOSTON
June 21
June 23
June 25
June 30
July5
July9

Doug Ferrario who put it in.
time to finish the season at 8-6-2.
Sixteenminuteslater,Ferrarioscored
The Philidelphia Textile game went
again. Midfielder Scott Day stole the ball to the wire, until sophomore Alex Sorondo
in the offensive end and worked it into beat Textile's keeper with 54 seconds left
the comer and crossed to Ferrario, who in overtime on an assist by defender
put the ba,ll in off his belly.
Todd Drum and UCF celebrated a win.
Then with47 secondsleftin the game,
Thegamewasatruesignalofchangefor
Comellknockedintheexclamationpoint the team. It was a game that UCF easily
with an assist from Day. The shot from could have lost, and almost did UCF came
25 yards out was a scorcher into the low close two or three times to letting in a
comer to beat the keeper.
potential winning goal. The Knight.s never
The 3-0 win over Rnllins assured UCF gave up and their persistance rewarded
ofat least an even record, but that wasn't them with a win. That win capped a 7-2-1
enough. On Sunday, the Knights de~ . run from the Stetson game on to this, the
feated Philidelphia Textile 1-0 in over- end of the season.

J:=irpt Round
First Round
First Round
First Round

First Round
First Round

• Live classes with experienced insrructors
• Hundreds of hours of audio review
available 7 days a week
• Extensive home study notes
· • No nonsense guarantee
•Industry Leader-53 years experience and
over 2million graduates

The Test Is When'
Classes Forming Now.

KAPLAN

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

' 273-7111:

The~
FONTANA

SAN. FRANCISCO

First Round
First Round
First Round
First Round
Round of 16

C 0 U N S E L 0 R I T E A .c H E R S
Fall and Spring Graduates

THERE ARE REWARDS...
If you enjoy the outdoors, are adept
skills. Child care experience/college
at camping, hiking and sports
degree are preferred.
activities, and can positively
We offer a starting salary of $14,664
influence people, we invite you to
and comprehensive benefits,
pursue a rewarding future as one of
including room and board, life/
our Counselor/Teachers. As
medical insur.ance, and paid
a leader in quality programs llM:WM!iij
vacations and holidays. For
for youth-at-risk, we have
consideration, please call
immediate LIVE-IN positions
our Staff Recruiter at
available in our year-round
1-800-222-1473 or send your
wilderness camps in FL NC,
resume to: ECKERD FAMILY
TN, RI, VT and NH. You'll be
YOUTH ALTERNATIVES, INC.,
a role model for troubled
P.O. Box 7450, Clearwater, FL
kids, ages 10 to 17, which
34618-7450. An EOE, M/F,
11
requires a positive attitude
1W••••
and strong communication liiii!WnH>i Drug-free workplace.
MU

...AND THEN THERE ARE REWARDS.
BREAK THE CYCLE: CHANGE YOUNG LIVES.

FREE SEMINAR
\_,'3.-w Scho 01
Admission

'M-EN: Tuesday, November 10 6pm
WH:FE: Holiday Inn. UCF

TOPICS lr.a..LJDE:

•Sand Volleyball
• Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Service
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Shuttle Buses Available
Alafaya Woods lvd

June 19
June 20
June 28
. June 29
July2

'**''''*'

One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
Call about our move-in specials
FOR SnIDENTS ONLY
(407) 365-8388

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

WASHINGTON,
. D.C.

M

10% OFF
We~re Celebrating UCF Knights

• Racquetball

First Round
First Round
First Round
First Round
Round of 16
Quarterfinal

•

7545 Savana ~rande
. Winter Park 32792
(407) 32792 .

•Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis

June 20
June 24
June 26
June 28
July4
July 10

First Round
First Round
Round of 16
Quarterfinal
Semifinal

First Round
First Round
First Round
First Round
Round of 16
Semifinal
ORLANDO
3rd Place Match Jun·e 19
First Round
World Cup Final
First Round
June 24
June 25
First Round
NEW YORK/NEW June 29
First Round
July4
Round of 16
JERSEY

June 18
June 19
June 22
June 26
July3
July 13
July 16
July 17

June 18
June 23

LSAT
GMAT
GRE

.

•

When and Where t.o apply
Admissions Criteria of Top Programs
Making Letters of Recommendation Stand Out
What Schools Look fer in a Personal Stet.ement
How to Explain Bad Grades
Ha.vto be Reacfyforthe l.SATExam

CALL 1-800-777-EXAM
to reserve your seat NOW! -

University Blvd

BAA REVIEW

(
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Matt Guokas waves
wand, Magic go 2-0

I

Trace Trylko ·
MAGIC MANEUVERS

~

Cool weather greets a pack of nearly 300 runners awaiting the staners gun in
the Second Annual Pegathon 5 K Ra.:n on Sunday morning. (John RiveraJFuruRE)

2nd Pegathon held ori Sunday
overcast, near perfect conditions for runners. Although
there was slight wind, it was not enough to
EDITOR IN CHIEF
interfere with the racers.
One of the events which is becoming as much
After a _three-way battle for first place during
l),
a part of UCFs homecoming activities as any · much of the first two miles, this year's overall
other is the U.C.F. Pegathon.
winner was Joey D'Abate with the winning time
A five kilometer run and walk, the Pegathon of 16:24. A UCFjunior, D'Abate graduated from
• attracted nearly 400 participants in its first Colonial High School With the class of 1990 and
year. Homecoming '92 was no exception and, on was a member of that school's cross country
the morning after . the big game, the second team.
Closely behind D'Abate was LeAnn Shannon,
• Pegathon was held.
Race day was cool - almost cold - and winnerofthewheelchairdivisionwithatimeof17:05.
First in the masters division (40 and over) and
fourth overall was Don Ardell (17:38), director of
the UCF Wellness Institute and an ironman race
(extended marathons) participant ofsome repute.
The first to cross the line in the female division
was Mary Mitchell (19:40).
"We had 296 entrants this year," said Chris
Locke, assistant race director and a wellness peer
consultant. There were 260 finishers from as far
as Brazil and the state of Washington. ,
The numbers were down from 1astyear's initial
run. Locke noted that Track Shack had staged a
local race the day before and that the cooler
weather of the day might have discouraged many
possible runners this time.
.
Even with the smaller number of runners, the
turnout was goQd and those present enjoyed a
barbecue chicken lunch provided by members of
the Kiwanis Club and the rendering of popular
music by The Sea Dogs. Other sponsors providing
refreshments to the runners were 1'ephyrhills
water and 10-K Thirst Quencher.
This ·year, race proceeds were earmarked to
benefit the Student Wellness Advocate Team and
its Student Wellness Scholarship Fund.
The scholarship fund is a general fund that is
used by the wellness center to aid student organizations as well as host eyents such as the annual
Wellness Expo and the Spring Greek 5K, a race
held during Greek Week which is free to UCF
students.
After the race Rnd· walk, a quarter mile Kiddie
Joe D'Abate crossed the finish llne first
Rrm was held, attracting about 50 of the smaller
In the Pegathon Sunday. {John Rlvera/FUTUR.E)
runners.

" ·by Biii Cushing

· In its first two games, the Orlando Magic have lived up to the
massive preseason buildup and are undefeated. Amidst all of the
hype and hoopla of opening night, the Magic beat cross state rival
Miami 110-100. After this quick victory at home, the Magic took its
momentum on the road and defeated the Washington Bullets 10398 Saturday night.
A sellout crowd at the Orlando Arena Friday night witnessed
the regular season debut ofhighly touted rookie Shaquille O'Neal.
While trivia buffs will remember O'Neal scored 12 points and
recorded a team high 18 rebounds, it will be the play of Nick
Anderson they will note as the significant key to victory.
Anderson, who scored a career high 42 points, contributed 16 points
in the fourth quarter as the Magic pulled away from an 81-81 tie at the
end ofth9thirdquarter. Anderson hittwooonsecutivethree-pointplays
that staked the Magic to a quick six-point fourth quarter advantage.
"I just go out and play basketball. If all I get is five points and it
helps this team win, then that's all that matters," Anderson said.
wt's get back to Shaq for a moment. With the Magic's rousing,
repetitive new theme song blaring throughout the Orena, O'Neal
strutted onto the hardwood floor for the first ofmany Magical nights in
Orlando. After squinting offthe glare from whatmusthave seemed like
a million flash bulbs, O'Neal sunk his first two free throw att£mpts.
ThesetwopointsputtheMagiconthescoreboardandfueledthefanand
media frenzy over Orlando's newest star. O'Nea1 was deluged by
autograph l'equests from fans and surrounded by the media after the
game. This overwhelming attention prompted general man~er Pat
Williams to oomment to head ooach Matt Guokas, 'That's a Julius
Erving site," in reference to the way the media flocked to the legendary
star of the Philadelphia 76ers.
O'Neal was a dominating force in the mid~e against the Heat In ·
addition to ~ blocked shots, O'Neal's rebounding fired up teammates and fans alike. On two defensive rebounds, O'Neal drove the
·length ofthe court and on one he slam dunked the basket.ball. This type
ofplay hasimpressedMagicfrontoffice stBffersand head man Guokas.
"I was pleased with his overall game. rm glad it's wider his belt
Every night's going to be a learning experience for him," Guokas said
Apparently, O'Neal is a quick learner. He reoorded 22 points and
added 15 rebounds and four blocked shots against the Bullets. Furthermore, ONeal's presenceisopeningupthe courtfortherestofthe Magic.
Guard Chris Corchiani relieved Scott Skiles and ignited the ·Magic,
scoring eight points in thefinalfiveminut£s ofSaturdaynight's victmy.
Saturday's win got the Magic off on the right track in road
games. Last season, the Magic-recorded a dismal 8-33 road record.
One other note from the Bullets game concerns Brian Williams.
Williams, who has been plagued with fatigue and dizzy spells
during the offseason, suffered from more ofthe same Saturday. He
has been diagnosed as being borderline anemic and his saga
continues.
Two games down and 80 to go for the Magic, which finds itselftied
with the New York Knicks for first place in the Atlantic division.
Orlando returns home tonight for an 8 p.m. game with the
Charlotte Hornets. The Magic will conclude this briefhome stand
on Thursday versus Washington before traveling to New Jersey
and Philadelphia.

Freshman seives up the aces for the Lady Knights volleyball
for the All-State team. After six wanted to go.
yearscivolleybill, Bridsonthought
"I wanted to go out west,"
oemw. FLORIDA FUTIJRE
she was finished.
Bridson said. 'Then I aune and
Fortunately for the UCF sawtheschoolandmetwithLaura
Emily Bridson started playing
volleyball as a high scllool fresh- women•svolleyball team, she was [Smith, theheadvolleyballooach]."
Bridsonhasreallybeeninspired
man because she want.ed to see if wrong.
Bridson has supplied the lady by Smith.
she woold like it. The end result
"She has p)ayed with the best
• was a player who was given AU- Knightswith210kills, 96digsand
Conference and All-Regioo hon- eight service aces. In the Trans players and on the best t.eams,"
America Athletic Conference, she Bridson said "She knows what it
_ors.
Bridson continued to play after is ranked fifth in atta.ckand eighth takes and teaches you that you
am go far."
high school at Lansing Commu- in bloclts.
WhenBridsonplannedtotmnsBridson is majoring in
nity College where she received
All-Conference and All-Region fer from the community college, limooology, the study ofaquatics.
recognition and was nominated Florida was the last place she She chose this field because she

always liked biology and she She consider.s herself a recycling
wanted to work on finding a soluc bJff.
tion for water pollution.
SheisverycloseWith herfamily
Bridson was not expecting back in Midllgan, .especially her
such a young team when she dad and sister.
arrivedinCentralFloridaN~xt .
"Just as I left, my sister and I
year, though, she expects a werestart.ingtogetclose,"Bridson
strongteam that will work much said "It was hard [to leave]."
better together. Bridson feels
Bridson has a special motto by
her best volleyball skill is hit- whichshegovemsherlife.Shesets
ting, while the area that needs hergoalsbeforeshestartsaproject
the most improvement is de- and tries her hardest to acllleve
fense.
that goal. It looks as though that
Inhersparetime,Bridson likes mottnhasalreadybroughtBridson
to socialize, run and lift weights. far in life.
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Fighting Knights tear through Bulls, 63-7
by Glenn carrasqulllo

Hinshaw comes of age
in Homecoming blowout

STAFF REPORTER

The UCF Knlghts easily corralled the
BullsoftheState UniversityofNewYork at
Buffhlo, 63-21,Saturdayin the Citrus Bowl.
The Knlghtsjumped out toa42-7 leadin
the first half and coasted through a game
that set many football recordsin front of a
· 9,067 homecoming crowd
"I think we took the wind outoftheirsruls
when wejumpedouttoa21 pointlead," said sophomore quarterback Darin Hinshaw.
"Our offense had a great game."
Hinshaw led the UCF air attack completing 16 of 22 passes for 244 yards,
including three touchdowns. Junior wide
receiver Bret Cooper caught eight passes
for 181 yards and three TDs. David
Rhodes chipped in five catches for 181
yards. and twoTDs.
Cooper's threetouchdo'Wnsgavehim the
UCF record for receptions for TDs in a
season with 13. Bernard Ford and Ted
Wilson were tied at 12.
"Coop did a tremendousjob ofcoming up
with some great catches today," Hinshaw
said "He has really oome through for us."
Senior place kicker Franco Grilla's nine
extra points ran his oonsecutive streak .to
106straightpointsafterattempts,anNCAA
Division I-AA record Tim McMonigle of
Idaho had held the record since 1984 with
105. .
"Of oourse it is nice to have such a
reoord," Grilla said 'The whole kicking
team deserves credit, though, for doing an
.outstanding job."
Senior linebacker,Rick Hamilton established anew UCFrecord of430tackles with
his seven stops against the Bulls. Bill
Giovenetti had held the reoord at 429.
"It has been a goal of mine to break the

by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

UCF sophomore quarterback Darin
Hinshaw came ofage Saturday in the 6321 victory over the Buffalo Bulls, earning player-of-the-game honors.
For the first time this season Hinshaw
was consistent throughout the game, }
showing fans his vast potential.
"He is getting to the point where mistakes are going to be rare," head coach
Gene McDowell said.
Against Buffalo, Hinshaw completed
16 ofhis 22 pass attempts, giving him a
73 percent completion total. He also threw
for 244 yards, three touchdowns passes,
including strikes of27 and 58 yards, and
rushed for a touchdown.
Hinshaw, who at times this season
has struggled with throwing to the wrong
team, didn't throw an interception for
the first time this season.
-He was razor sharp threadingthe ball
between defenders, with every ball
thrown on target.
"He.looks so good at times," McDowell
said. "He is learning our complex offense '"
a lot faster then I thought; he has the
intellectual ability to handle it."
uHinshaw is a guy that can play quarc
terback at a lot of schools," he said.
"Irsjustcoach Kruz [offensive coordinator Mike Kruczek] drilling me over
and over," Hinshaw said. "Ifwe continue
this way no team can stop us."
Hinshaw wasn't without help. His
offensive line was providing him with
ample time to navigate the field and find

Freshman runningback Geraci Davis skirts around ·CJ Bulls defender en
BUFF.ALP continued page 1o route to adding six in UCPs 63-7 ro'!lping of Buffalo. (DeHo09'fUTURE>

;

HINSHAW continued page 1O

-UCF Alumni give lessons to newcomers in rugby
back to Orlando for the event.
The team was happy with the
turnout considering that the
club is only in its fourth season, and only had seven men
play in their first season.
"The growth of the club is
tremendous," said alumnus
Tom Gossard, who graduated
in the spring -of 1991. "I re-

by Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF alumni proved
that they still 'have what it
takes as they defeated the UCF
Rugby club, 7-0, on Sunday.
The Annual Alumni game
had its biggest year ever with
~o,re than 25 alumni coming

member when we only had
seven players and now they
have 47."
Many of the Alumni still
play in men's clubs, including
Iron Horse, a local club.
.After old friends got reacquainted and caught up on the
latest gossip, the men broke
into teams and got down to the

~~~~~----....,.....,~---------=-~

Knight scrum-half Andrew Sherman sets the ball into play as UCF's pack dominates
its opponents. 1he team has only two more · weeks until regionals. (DeHoog/FUTURE>

.

·

business of the game.
get bigger. When we started,
The teams played four 20- there was Florida State and
minute quarters instead of 40- the University of Florida and
minute halves in order to al~ we knew we could compete with
low both teams to make sub- them."
stitutions and give everyone a
Moncriet still plays for Iron
chance to play.
Horse men's club, a local team
Alumnus Pete Lyons scored that was instrumental in helpa try in the middle of thethird ing UCF get the program ~
quarter and Matt She~bondy started.
.was good for the point after to
The graduates were imgive the Alum~i team its only pressed not only with the
score.
growth of the team, but also its '°
Another alumnus came accomplishments.
clo.se to a try minutes later but
The Knights have been
was stopped by Rob Gingell.
r~ked first in the state for th
The alumni were happy with last three years and have won
the victory, but even more im~ the state championship twice.
pressed to see the growth of They have gone to regionals
the club.
once before and are going this
Mike Pinn, who has been year.
the staff advisor for the team
In 1990, the last time they ,
since its birth in 1989, is played in the regionals, the
amazed with the popularity of Knights advanced to Eastems
the club.
and ended the season ranke ,
"When we started this team first in the South~ast and 14th
we had no idea it would come out of 400 teams in the nation.
this far this fast," he said.
"I'm proud that I was part of
"They are a lot better than the first club that did make it
we were, they have more people to Eastems and rm glad that
outsi Dave Moncriet said. the winning tradition has conMoncriet was the first club tinued," Gossard said.
president and graduated in DeThe Knights travel north
cember of 1989.
Saturday to play the Jackson"All we did was play B-side ville men's club. The following<.
games for local men's clubs," weekend is the regional tourhe said. "I was hoping it would nament in Mobile, Alabama.
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Blind Melon cuts loose
Five glly'S-8rad Smith, Glen
Graham, Rogers Stevens, Christopher Thom and Shannon Hoon-got together in Los Angeles and
fooned the bard Blird Melon.
I recently hOO the chance to
speak with the bass guitarist Brad
Smith in a telephone interview.
Acmrding to him, things haven't
carriOOcbMlatalSriooBindMebn's
VYhirlwird start. "If it starts calming
doMi, I'm gcma get VvaTied and
become a carpenter," Smith said.
If the oond did not exist, Smith
said he 'M'.)Uld still be amusician, but
probably a carpenter as well. "I'm
into that," he said.
Smith, Stevens and Graham
grew up together in Mississippi.
Smith and Stevens moved to Los ·
Angeles, where they met Hoon.
Smith met Thom through the folk
scene in LA.
The band's name, Blind Melon,
came from Smith's father.
There was a commune across
the street from Smith's childhood
home, and his parent's friends liVed
there. Smith's father called these
people blind melons, leaving an impression on Smith's childhood.
The other guys in the ·band
thought Blind Melon was a cool
name so they kept it.
.
"It's a great Onderella story,"
Smith said.
Before Blind Melon signed with
Capitol Records, it toured with

Sound~

pallOO, he saa.
A club tour is plartled and is
coming up soon. Smith says that if
was signed.
the band gets really big, it ~Id
On the MTV 120 Minutes tour prefer to playtheaters and dubs so
with Big At.dio Dynamite II and It can hearwhat it's doing.
Public Image Limited, the first shcm
"If it's the band's choice, we
was at the Central Florida Fair- ~uld rather stay in town three
grounds. Smith said, "Orlando was nights in a rON playing a theater
bitchin'. The crowds were great."
rather than an arena, " Smith said.
"I 00n 't like Public Image LimSmith said the band is "very
ited. I like the Sex Pistols, " he said. unrock" before a concert. hanging
When Smith savv John Lydon of out eating sandwiches and plucking
PILCformeriytheSex Astol'sJohnny their guitars. .
Rotten> he thought: "Gcx:f damn,
According to Smith, playing k
it's Bart Simpson. It's soc.I."
is best. He said the band plays o!!
Smith did like BAD II. He said originalsandhcisneverdoneacover.
they were ."hilariously nice guys"
SmithsaidheandHoon. the lead
ard that "Rave music is cool."
singer. write rrost of the lyrics,
MTV' s 120 Minutes airs Blind which are "not arrything I wouldn't
Melon'svideo. "lhateourvideo. It's say to anybody to their face." He
so stupid," Smith said .
does not feel the lyrics would proThe band is currently on tourwith voke anyone to action.
To write songs for its album, the
AliceinChainsardOzzyOsboume.
Smith said: "It's fun. It's so rock. oond decided to move to Durham,
Youean't hear in a 10,COO seat North Carolina because Los Angearena. We're not an arena band. les was distracting. They wanted to
Arenas are for promoters and getasfarawayfrom LAas possible.
money makers."
The band members lived in a place
Smith is glad the album is finally t~ycallOO "Sleewhouse" inJanu~
out. "We have a reason to play ary and February of 1992.
n<:JtN," he said.
Smith said that Durham is pretty
According to Smith, bythe time sedate and the house was cheap. .
the band played their second club "It helped the band 1mmenseo/ to
show after the album came out live together," Smith said.
Smith ·said the next album will
some people in the audience sang
all the words and had Blind Melon probably change and explained: "It
shirts. "I was shocked and ap- will be groove. It will get way softer

and Sister Double
Happiness in November of 1991. It
hoo 00ne five or six shows before it

II

Blind_Melon: Shannon Hoon, Christopher Thorn 7 Rogers
Stevens, Brady Smith, Glen Graham. (aiurtesy1cap~o1 records>
and way heavier."
When the bard is writing lyres,
its members "maino/ sit around together, smoke a'lot of pot and jam
to it," Smith said.
He added that drugs are not a
mcijor part of the band's creative
processandexplained: "We smoke
pot. What oond doesn't srooke
pot? For us it makes all the shit we
write sound interesting. "
Smith said that marijuana is the
only drug that members of Blind
Melondoan,dexplained, "Wetryto
be gocxf boys. There are too many
rock-n-roll stories:"
Smith started smoking marijuana
about ayearard ahalf ago. He saa:
"It's a release. a different state of
mind. It's not for everybody. I real~
ized I could relax and stop being a
white middle-class tight a$s. n
Smith's advice ·to local bands

W"lo break up because no one
seems to notice them is to go
W"lere the rroney is.
Smith said he believes bands
can be noticed. "It depends Ofl hem
much they believe in it, n he said.
Smith said he thinks changes
need to be made in music today. "I
want good music to surface. Eighties rock was so theatrical. KISS
were the masters. Other bands are
taking it too far." he said.
"We need a return to real
music...hcm well you can back up
Vvhat you write about," he added.
Smith cannot believe tis band's
St.CCesS. "~ it bloNs me
a.way," he said.
Smith has not become accustomed to fame. "I'm just a dude. It
crac~ me up. I don't like the icblizing thing, " he said.
• debbie didier
assistant entertainment editor

Melon's come out with ·groovy debut release
Blind Melon's debut album is Vf!%Y mellow and laid back.
The music islikelate60s and early70spsychedelicrock.
which might have something to do vvith the marijuana use
that went on during the writing of the lyrics.·
Bassist Brad Smith said Capitol Records gave
Blind Melon total freedom and that the album is
"real, not corporate crap."
Rick Parasher, who also worked with Pearl Jam
and Temple of the Dog, produced the album. Smith
said Blind Meloo heard Pearl Jam's album before it
was "huge" and wanted the same "honest. dry
production-garagey_and raw."

Parasher was their first choice as a producer. under surveillance and was left with a scarred
"We lucked out and got the person we wanted," childhood.
Smith said.
Smith said "Paper Scratcher" was written about
The song "Holy Man" seems anti-religious . Smith a homeless guy in Hollywood who is mentally desaid the song is _not really anti-religiou~ and that it ranged and scratches the faces and private parts
is really about bewilderment. "All the different reli- out of pictures he takes out of the trash.
gions ·are telling you they're right," he said, "but
The songs on the album are all great. anp Blind
Melon should be around f_or a long time.
which one's right?"
Smith is a confirmed Episcopalian, but said: I'm
The back of the album cover has a sun made out
not sure I'm a Christian. I sure as hell don't act like of wax and pot seeds. "Shannon <the band's lead
one. He said he goes out. drinks and gets laid.
singer) made a big collage out of household things
Lyrics to the song "I Wo_
nder" read, "They're that said 'Blind Melon' and we cropped the sun
watching everything that I do, and they're watching out," Smith said.
everything that I say."
Overall. I would say the album 'is pretty groovy,
· Smith said this song is not about the media and dude.
joked that songs about the media will be on the next .
album. The song is about a band member's brother • debbie didier
who was put in a charter hospital for "smoking pot,
assistant entertainment editor
acting crazy and being young." The brother was

Four years in the wait: An
emotional journey from Sade
Back from a four-year recording hiatus, Sade is in
the bins again with relativelythe same sound that made
her so successful in the 80s. Regardless of the fact that
her style remains the same, the album Love Deluxe is
a hypnotic and wonderful album.
Balancing a beautiful blend ohsland and jazz sounds.
Sade casually whips up nine tracks that are best
described as enchanting.
While her subject matter is mostly of depressing
fare- fost love, job layoffs. etc .• the result is amazingly
refreshing. It's like a deep confession that leaves you
feeling stronger in the end.
Relying less on the saxophone that was the signature on her earlier work, Sade creates a more subdued
sound with piano and a lot of deep churning rythms.

The album's tracks work especially well in light of the
sparse instrumental accompaniment.
Sade Adu' s voice has the deep confidence and
emotion of a great soul singer. Many of the lyrics could
come off as shallow if they were not sung with such
confiding experience.
Even on the atbum's sole instrumental track, "Mermaid," the ebb and tide of raw. feelings is present.
"Mermaid" is a great way to close a successful album.
Love Deluxe is one of the few albums 1n recent years
that soothes and relaxes without being easy listening.
It rs an emtronal Journey and Sade has proven that four
years without a nevv album was four years too long.
• david j. shoulberg
staff writer
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Knights come up
short at arena

•HP Equation Writer

School of Fish and Dennis Miller, who the hell
are they?

Obviously that must have been the sentiment of
most of the student body Thursday night, because
only a thousand or so concertgoers made it to this
year's bighomecomingattractionatthe UCFArena.
Is it possible this campus is ~o lame that most
of the students do not know who one of the
hottest college bands and "the hippes~" come) dian/ex-talk show host are? Could it be? The
answer escapes me.
lfl were to try and make excuses, perhaps I might
justify it tty' saying everyone was at home licking their
Republican wounds. Or~ no one could afford
this fiasco because of the latest nse in tuition and
actMty fees.
It is almost incomprehensible that UCF has the
nerve to charge its students for such an activity
when every student is_mandated to pay a hidden
actMty fee every semester. Wlat a scam!
For the students vJ'lo could afford this event and
those of us on The List, it was darm fine entertainment. Despite the embarrassingly light turnout and
the utter disorganiiation of the event Cno MC,
lighting problems and other things), both School of
Rsh and Dennis Miller managed to ~ke their way
on stage and deliver notable performances.
The turnout and disorganization were not the only
embarrassing aspects of this concert. During its
;\' performance, School of Rsh bared its soul to the
cn:M'd, more than once requesting people to join
them on stage to dance. But, in what has become
typical UCF behavior. students remained glued to·
their comfortable tin chairs, reminiscent of a bunch
of scared children at their first high school dance.
What gives. are there no real college students at
UCF?
It would not have surprised me if School of
Fish left the stage, screaming for their check and
the directions to ·the nearest bar, especially
considering there was no beer available at the
concession stands. though it flowed freely at a
third floor private party.
Dtring the intermission. with classic style, the
lights were turned up to the intensity of R·supernova,

Miller faaltiously comments on UCF being
the Country's large~ universfy. (cahooglfuture>
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·School of Fish is too "kool" for our
school. . .is it any wonder. (dehooglfuture)
scaring off the few people who may liaVe been
entertaining the idea of joining the crowd in the morethanahalf-empty arena.
As I sat there, Ithought to myself... Surely more
people will show up for Dennis Miller." But again,
predictably, UCF delivered next to nothing.
Miller must have been insulted and amazed by the
meager size of the cn:M'd. Especially since he has
been perfomiing to near sell-out croVvds at colleges
around the country.
In his opening statements he made a joke in
reference to "the largest campus in the United
States." - UCF, embarrassingly.
In any case, the size of the crowd did not
deter Miller's sharp wit and hilarious political
commentary. He kept everyone in the arena
rolling. throughout his hour-long performance
(short even by stand-up comedy standards,
but who could blame him?). He poked fun at
everything from animal activism and masturbation to politics and making an ass of yourself in
a fraternity. I was grateful that he did not overtly
mention anything about the poor turnout-it
was embarrassing enough without him acknowledging it entirely.
As I said before. who knows why no one
bothered to show up for this event? Maybe it was
the poor promotion. additional ticket cost or just
UCF' s now legendary lameness.
Obviously one or more of the aforementioned
afflictions struck Thursday's concert. As a person
who works closely with the entertainment industry. Iwas thoroughly embarrassed for UCF and its
student body.
The powers that be (e.g., Campus Activities
Board) should seriously think twice before they
plan this kind of event again. I wonder how far this
year's homecoming event dipped into the red.
Maybe it 'M'.>uld be wiser to schedule events that
CAB and other university organizations can afford.
Then student~ would not have to pay an additional
ticket price and would maybe show up.
And, if the price of tickets was not responsible for
the sad turnout Thursday. hopefully it was a poor
promotional campaign by CAB. Because otherwise,
there is no excuse. and we all are attending one sorry
excuse for a university.

• cliff vanzandt
entertainment editor
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1122 W. Church St. Orlando, A. 32805
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PART-TIME
-FULFILLMENT CLERK
The Busch Gardens Marketing Department has an opening for a Parttime Fulfillmen~ Clerk in the Orlando Group Sales Office. Duties and
responsibilities Will include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Making sales calls and deliveries of brochures and coupons to hotels
and tour wholesalers (travel is approximately 30-100 miles per day}.
• Assisting Sales Manager on various work related projects
(i.e. attending consumer trade shows, working with the hotel/tourism
industry).
• General operation of the Orlando Sales Office.
WorkinQ hours are flexible, Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
(approximately 30 hours per week). Must have a dependable carmileage is approved and reimbursed. The rate of pay is $5.50 per hour.
For an appointment to interview call the Busch Gardens Group Sales
Office at (407) 351-3931, no later than Friday, November 13, 1992.
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Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll gro.v
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.

In short; you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force. Launch now-call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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ACTOR AUDITIONS
Walt Disney World Company wiU audition actors experienced in improvisational theatre,
master ofceremonies, and musical theatre perfonnance, to fill full-rime, annual con tracts at Magic
Kingdom® Park, Epcot® C.enter or Disney-MGM Studio; Theme Park beginning Spring 199 3.
There's more! Actors with athletic skills (stage combat, rappelling, ability to work at
substantial heights), who meet the requirements listed below, are sought to fill principal roles in
the "Indiana Jones Action Spectacular"stunt show.
Indiana Jones - Male: Age range 25-35- 5'10"-6'1'
Marion Ravenswood-Female: Age range 25-35-5'5"·5'8" - upper body strength to
complete ten pullups
Swordsman/German Mechanic - Male: Age range 25-35 - 6'4" or taller-solid build
Rehearsals are paid at full salary. Full-rime cast members are provided relocation assistance,
health, dental and other benefits.
Applicants must be at least age 18. Bring non-returnable photo and resume. Prepare a oneminute monologue. Some roles require singing. Ifyou sing, prepare one uptempo song and bring
sheet music in your key. Not all applicants will be asked to sing.
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ORLANDO, FLORIDA
Resort Entertainment Production Facility
1503 live Oak Lane-Lake Buena V!Sta* - Use Rear Entrance
Saturday, November 21 - MEN ONLY
Male Eligible Performers 9am - Male Open Call 1 Oam
Sunday? November 22 - FEMALE ONLY
Female Eligible Performers 9am - Female Open Call 1Oam
No Appointment necessary• Callback for Men and Women Monday, November 23
*DIRECTIONS: J.4 East or West to Lake Buena Vista Exit(#27) . Take State Road 535 North to Hotel
Plaza Blvd.-turn left. Hotel Plaza Blvd. to Buena Vista Drive-turn right. Buena Vista Drive to Live Oak
Lane-tum left. Go through next intersection (Vista Dr.), building is on left, use rear parking lot and

entrance.
If you have questions call Walt Disney World Audition Infonnation at
407/345-5701, Monday- Friday lOam - 4pm (Eastern Time).
AJt Juit-time entertainers employed by Walt Disney World Co. are mered under the terms
and conditions of a collecti11e bargaining agreement with Actorr' Equity Association.
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